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Let DdCn be a bounded domain of holomorpfay and let H2(D) be the
set of square integrable holomorphic functions on D. The Bergman kernel
function (cf. [1]) is defined by

=

sup
)-

where
ll/lll = I 1/COI Vv
JD

(dv denotes the Lebesgue measure on Cn).

KD(z) is regarded as a function measuring how large the space H2(D) can be.
We are interested in the growth of KD near the boundary. Our motivation is
the following theorem which has been proved by Hormander and Diederich
independently (see [2] and [4]).
Theorem L If the boundary of D is strictly pseudoconvex, then KD(z)~
d(z)~n~l. Here d(z)=infls^D\z~x\ and A^B means that both AjB and B/A
are bounded.
From Theorem 1 and the definition of KD it can be easily seen that
KD(z)<d(z)~n~l if dD is locally Lipschitz9 where A>,B means that B/A is
bounded. Further it has been shown by Pflug [6]9 [7] that if D has a C2pseudoconvex boundary., then

Here e is any positive number.
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The present note may well be understood as a continuation of the above
works. Let <p be a defining function of a bounded domain D with a
C2-pseudoconvex boundary in Cn, let x be a boundary point, and let
N,: = {(?, .», OeC"; S ^(*)f
1
1-1 dzzvs = dimc tf, .

= 05 S -/£-(&'& = ol ,
*,/=i dzfizj
)

Under this situation we have the following theorem.
Male Theorem. Let D be a bounded domain in Cn with C4-pseudoconvex
boundary. Fix xEidD. Then, for any positive number e,

Moreover if we set Sx: = {y; vy=v^ and

then the function y±-*ml(y) is continuous on Sx.
Corolarjo

Let VD : = sup P^

Then, for any £ > 09

The main tool in the proof is a vanishing theorem on complete Kahler
manifolds.
The author thanks to Professors K. Diederich and P. Pflug for their encouragement. Also many thanks to the referee for valuable criticisms.
§ 1. Localization
Let DdCn be a bounded domain of holomorphys let x be a boundary
point, and let V and U with FCC U be two open neighbourhoods of x in Cn,
Localization lemma.,

There is a positive number d such that for any point

Proof. Let X; Cn->R be a C°° function such that z = l on a neighbourhood of V and %=Q outside U. Let z 0 e F n D be any point and let /be a
holomorphic function in H2(D fl U) such that ||/||0ni7 = l and \f(z0)\2=KDnU(z0).
We set a=d(fx) on U and a=Q outside U. Then a is a 3-closed (0, l)-form
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defined on D satisfying
\ |z-z 0 |- 2 1exp(|z-z 0 | 2 )H 2 </v<C 3
JD
where C is a constant independent of z0. Thus, by a well known theorem of
Hormander (cf. Theorem 2.2.1 in [4])? there is a function /? satisfying ^j8=a
and

Hence zf~fl is a holomorphic function defined on D satisfying
)-^(z0)-/(z0) and
( I zf-P 1 2dv<2(Cd2* exp(^2)+ 1) ,
JD

where d denotes the diameter of D. Therefore if we set d=-~-(Cd2* exp (d2)+ I)'1,
we obtain (*)0

In what follows D is a bounded domain in Cn with C4-pseudoconvex
boundary and a defining function <p, and x is a boundary point.
Proposition 1. Let F be a holomorphic function on a neighbourhood of D
such that {F=®} is nonsingular, {F = 0} fl @D = {x} , and the zero-order of
9 1 {F = 0} is two for every tangent direction at x. Then, for every positive
number e,

Proof is easy.
We need the following proposition, (cf. [3]).
Proposition 2 (Diederich-Fornaess)o There are positive numbers L and
T]Q such that for any positive number 7]<7]0, the function — (W(z)exp(- Ljzl 2 )) 7 7
is strictly plurisubharmonic on D fl {z0; d(z) is C2 at z0} .
In what follows we take a coordinate z=(zl9 ° ° - ? zj so that x is the origin.
We put v=vx, z'=(zl9 — , zv, 0, •-, 0), and z" =(0, — , 0, zv+1, — , zn). We may
assume that the linear subspace H={z; z'=0} is transversal to Nx and 3D.
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We set B(r)={z;\z\ <r}. We may assume that 5(l)rH>fW is simply connected.
We put

Let /e be a branch of /?(95)^"K+V~1+E^2 over £T fl 5(1) fl A where e is a positive
number satisfying e<2/(n— v+l). Then, by Proposition 1,

We shall extend fs \Ht\B(i/2) np to a square integrable holomorphic function on
5(1/2) n D. First, in virtue of Proposition 2, we may assume that for any
sufficiently small ??, — (— <pY is strictly plurisubharmonic on D. If we set
a(zly °"9 zn)=z", then we can find a positive number C such that

Let x be a C°° function on R such that
1
0

We set A(z)=z(—<p(z)j\z'\).
defined by

if
if

Let 0 be a plurisubharmonic function on

0(z) = -log(-log|z/|)-(-^)r?+2^1og|z'| + |z| 2 0
Let rfv0 and | 10 denote respectively the volume form and the length of forms
with respect to dd®. We put
^0*a*/e)A&i A ••• Adzn
on a"1^ r\DH 5(1))
0
otherwise,
and a=a \ pn5(1/2)- Then a is a 9-closed (n, l)-form on D fl 5(1/2),
Proposition 3« Le? 0 and a be as above, then
(**)

,Pr00/. Choosing 77 so small that — (—<p)2* is strictly plurisubharmonics
we may assume that
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Hence we have

|z'|2(log|z'|)2
on

D{\B(\)-H

Therefore,
iz'l

|z'

Here, K=sup x'(f) and 37 is chosen to be smaller than one. Since \dzl/\°
t&R

/\dzn\ldv0=\dzl/\-" /\dzn\2dv we have

for some constant Cfy) depending on 77. On the support of a we have
|z'|<-p(z)/C. Hence
I a | Idv^C^) | /f(a(z)) | \-<pY Vv ,

for some constant C2(??). Therefore, for some constants €3(77), m and M3
we have
z?n 5(1/2) -H

Here Jvx is the Lebesgue measure on {z/x = constant} and ^v2 is the Lebesgue
measure on H. Hence,
D(\B(l/2)-H

«

for some constant Cfy).
have (*#).

2/(2+82)

Hence, if 77 is sufficiently small relative to e2, we

In [5] we have proved the following
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Proposition 4, Let X be a complex manifold which admits a complete Kahler
metric, and let 0 be a strictly plurisubharmonic function on X of class C4. Then,
for any d-closed (n, l)-form a with \ e~0\a\ldv$ < °o? we can find an (n9 0)JX
0

form ft satisfying d]3=a and { e~ \^\ 20dv0^ { e~0\a\ 20dv0.
Jxx
Jx

Since D fl B(l/2)—H admits a complete Kahler metric
1=1
Proposition 4 is applicable and we can find ft such that dft=a and

If we set

we obtain a square integrable holomorphic function /on Df]S(l/2)—H which
naturally extends across H and gives the desired extension of /g.
Since the constructions of/ e and /are uniform with respect to the choices
of x and H, we obtain the Main Theorem.
Q.E.DD
Question* Is it possible to drop e in Main Theorem?
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